
There’s a lot of good happening to make 

newfoundland and Labrador more enticing for 

petroleum exploration, and it’s mostly happening 

where it should happen, with exploration success 

offshore and onshore.

But there’s a lot of bad and ugly happening 

too. Geophysical Services Incorporated (GSI), 

an old and respected family business, has made 

an impressive entrepreneurial presence sell-

ing seismic data to parties involved in canada’s 

offshore oil and gas industry. But the company, 

according to chair and chief operating officer Paul 

einarsson, now lies in ruins as the victim of prov-

incial government policies in newfoundland and 

Labrador and nova Scotia that effectively allowed 

industry access to the company’s seismic data 

without paying a fair price.

einarsson says the two provinces allowed oil 

companies free access to his intellectual property 

in a bid to attract exploration in their waters, leav-

ing GSI without a revenue source.

his warning to others in the business is this: “It 

could happen to you.”

his troubles arose when GSI applied for a licence 

to perform seismic work in offshore atlantic canada.

nova Scotia and newfoundland and Labrador 

would only approve the company’s application on 

the grounds that it release its entire catalogue of 

seismic data to them.

einarsson was stuck between the Rock and a 

hard-bargaining nova Scotia. he signed off on the 

deal only to discover, after a 10-year confidential-

ity period, that both governments had placed the 

data in the public domain. einarsson estimates the 

data to be worth about $900 million.

“the company may have been forced to sub-

mit its data...but it did so in confidence and without 

waiving its ownership, copyright and confidenti-

ality rights,” says GSI’s lawyer catherine Butlin.

not only is this ugly, this is bad, because we have 

here an unnecessary head-butting contest capable 

of scaring other companies away from collecting 

seismic information within canada’s offshore due 

to the chilling thought of governments placing them 

in a position akin to that of GSI.

and what about the new exploration licensing 

system the canada-newfoundland and Labrador 

Offshore Petroleum Board recently put in place?

Good as it may sound, might the board some-

day be stuck for new data if seismic companies 

are loathe to provide it or if these firms quit the 

business altogether? will the canada-nova Scotia 

Offshore Petroleum Board, with a similar system, 

wind up in a similar position?

“It’s destroyed all our customer relationships,” 

einarsson says. “Our revenue has been devastated. 

we are probably losing $40 million to $50 million a 

year of revenue that we should be getting.”

how much are governments spending to 

fight this lawsuit? how much will they spend if 

einarsson wins?

how will a GSI victory affect the way govern-

ments in atlantic canada do business with industry 

players including, of course, seismic companies?

Might it diminish interest in atlantic canada’s 

offshore potential if oil firms are forced to pay 

for damages, GSI’s legal costs and future seismic 

information?

the newfoundland and Labrador government 

argues that GSI waived its copyright when it applied 

to conduct geophysical work in the province’s waters.

It says in a statement of defence filed with the 

province’s Supreme court, “the province, through 

an agent, produces materials...that include seismic 

lines to promote calls for bids...[which] effectively 

promotes the seismic business of the plaintiff as 

opposed to causing it any damage.”

how can this be if the plaintiff’s property is now 

free to the public?

Did nova Scotia and newfoundland and 

Labrador create contracts and encourage einarsson 

to sign those contracts stipulating that GSI could 

not sue if they made the data public before or after 

the confidentiality period? no, they did not.

that’s where the matter really gets hideous. 

einarsson has come out swinging, filing more than 
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“i want to see 

it through 

because i 

want justice 

to be done. 

i don’t want 

somebody else 

to have to do 

this.”

 — Paul einarsson, 
chair, geophysical 
services incorporated

two dozen lawsuits claiming $2 billion in damages 

against several federal and provincial departments 

and regulatory agencies as well as 20 oil companies.

he isn’t suing to save GSI. “I’m done,” he says. 

“It’s the principle. I want to see it through because 

I want justice to be done. I don’t want somebody 

else to have to do this. I want to teach these guys a 

lesson that they can’t do this to canadians.”

the man has ample courage and tenacity, but 

his finances are another matter, considering the 

forces arrayed against him.

GSI’s seismic property losses have caused its 

250 employees to experience job losses.

these days, the company employs a handful 

of people. assets have been sold to pay off debt 

while GSI’s legal bills mount.

Its two seismic vessels have been sold, and the 

enterprise has not seen revenues since 2009. Instead, 

einarsson spends most of his time on legal work.

he estimates that the firm is spending six figures 

per month on litigation. On top of that, if he does 

win this war, his opponents can appeal.

GSI accumulated a treasure trove of seismic 

information through hard, dangerous, expensive 

work performed in some of this planet’s most hos-

tile marine environments.

GSI has invested hundreds of millions of dol-

lars and decades of work accumulating its data, 

and einarsson is furious that the information was 

expropriated in such a Machiavellian manner.

“we have been the most important company in 

the canadian offshore,” he says. “all of the first 3-D 

seismic data acquired in canada was acquired by 

GSI; in fact, by my dad. all of the major discoveries 

in canada—amauligak, hibernia, Sable Island—

were all [based on data] acquired by GSI. we are 

fighting for what we see as the expropriation with-

out compensation of our intellectual property.”

Kathy Dunderdale recently stepped down as 

premier of newfoundland and Labrador. here’s 

what she thinks of the situation: “I understand that 

he’s trying to protect his company and the interest 

of his company, but there comes a point when the 

greater good needs to be served, and that’s what 

this policy is all about.”

Does the greater good apply to all the family-

owned businesses throughout canada that employ 

millions and contribute taxes by the billions while 

their owners work mind-numbing hours to keep 

their operations afloat?

Sometimes the common good can backfire. I 

hope this isn’t one of them. 
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